Hello Trivia Teams—

Please share this information widely with your teammates.

The Trivia Answer Hotline in 2023 will have **ONE number**. Teams use this number to call in their guesses to the terrific Trivia Hotline volunteers.

**Answer Hotline:** 320-640-TRIV (8748)

All other calls to KVSC Trivia will go to:

**320-640-KVSC (5872)**

- Press 1 to have a **Question Repeated**
- Press 2 for **Point Dispute**
- Press 3 for **Question Dispute**

You can view live coverage of Trivia Weekend at: UTVS Television [https://utvs.com/](https://utvs.com/)

1. We advise you to record audio trivia questions. There is free software online to do this.

2. You can view the most complete and up-to-date scores and standings by going to **KVSC.ORG** and clicking on “current scores.” Scores from the previous hour typically post 15 minutes after the hour closes, refresh your browser.

3. If you can hear KVSC on our radio signal, please **DO NOT** use the Internet broadcast so we can serve our Internet only teams first.

4. **To verify or dispute your trivia team scores as they are posted:** **It’s imperative you state your team’s number first EVERY TIME you call,** this is how volunteers access the scoring system.

5. We will not announce on the air scores the final 4 hours of the contest. You can call either call the point dispute or the general information line to verify your team’s score during the final 4 hours, but not the last hour of the contest 😁.

**Good luck to all teams from the staff and volunteers at KVSC 88.1FM!**